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countries as this demand continues to grow.
I also want to make a special mention to our Strategic Members and major client stakeholders. Many of
collaborators--then by productively working together on shared goals.
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We have made great progress in 2019 and I look forward to working with everyone towards more progress
in the coming years!
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to build our chapter strength together. The built asset industry needs our global network of chapters to

Chapter Network

I also want to highlight the progress being made in our Chapter community. Chapters face their own unique

Members and
Sponsors

This report highlights our progress and accomplishments for the truly remarkable year of 2019.

Technical
Services

I am delighted to welcome you to the 2019 buildingSMART Annual Report.

Patrick MacLeamy
Chairman
buildingSMART International
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Turning back to 2019. As I mentioned in my end of year
update it was a personal milestone year for me;
•
leadership team.
•
•

Our investment in partnerships has helped deliver
broader engagement and working solutions
particularly with GS1 and ODA. I’m delighted at the
progress with these partnerships which have really
bodies such as the International Cost Management
Consortium.

These were on top of our continuing achievements in
respect of successful summits (thank you to China and

steady improvement in the leadership and activities
within our Solutions and Standards program and the
Compliance Program.
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Richard Petrie
Chief Executive
buildingSMART International
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which will not be easily overcome. From the perspective
of our goal to fully enable open digital ways of working
for the built asset industry I believe that the pandemic
is forcing a greater realisation of the importance of our
mission which is some small positive in this disrupted
world

“Looking ahead to 2020, I foresee another exciting
and challenging year. I am looking forward to further
developing and communicating the Value of Open
Standards and Solutions messages and ask you to join
in that work.”

Marketing and
Communications

the world as a result of the Coronavirus pandemic.
The current situation seems quite surreal and 2019
from an ‘other’ world of some sort. 2019 was all the
same a tremendous year of growth and success for
buildingSMART and that should not go unreported.

Refocussing on standards implementation and delivering
a viable ecosystem for users will be a new phase. We
hope to welcome new initiatives for the Power and Digital
Supply Chains communities and anticipate further growth
in the Chapter network.

Chapter Network

and challenging year. I am looking forward to further
developing and communicating the Value of Open
Standards and Solutions messages and ask you to join
in that work. We are working on a Technical Road Map
which we expect to be invaluable to our planning.

Members and
Sponsors

The Awards have been well received and provide much
needed Case Study materials. Our regular newsletters
have highlighted much progress and acted as a channel
for engagement. They are also communicated through
our growing online channels and community and I
encourage you to join in the ongoing discussions. The
aim of our communications is to keep everyone informed
of all the activities and progress we’ve made.
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Connecting Stakeholders to Value

•
•
•
•

costs and schedules and standards-based as-built deliverables that are used in ongoing operations and
maintenance for better value outcomes
Facility managers, maintainers and operators to make better decisions with better access to information
sources including accurate static and dynamic data
Product manufacturers and assemblers
value chain
Software vendors
and gain access to working projects.
Educators and students to take advantage of standards-based curricula that are in-demand in the
infrastructure and building industries.

In summary open digital ways of working deliver:
•
•
•
•
•

Flexibility of choice of technology creates more value to all stakeholders
Sustainability; helps future proof your business and control your digital destiny
Access to new and international suppliers and markets
Opportunity

IFC Mandates

industry. There were a couple of notable mandates in 2019:
•
•
•
•
•

Swedish Transport Agency publish BIM and IFC Roadmap
General Services Agency mandates use of IFC

These mandates are part of a growing awareness for the importance and value of IFC. All those connected to these
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business imperative that spans multi-disciplinary activities.
Owner-operators and public authorities to take better control of their data and assets. It is critical that they

Compliance

•

User

Architects, engineers and constructors to manage data across broad portfolios of projects. Delivering work

Technical
Services

•
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These open data formats enable:

Chapter Network

open.
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The value of open standards is far reaching and considerable. buildingSMART International has been helping the
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The Value of Open Standards

buildingSMART International has been working with some Strategic Members and the industry to develop a clear
what role buildingSMART can play. The working group will deliver a positioning paper and open the group to more of
the community in 2020.

“Open standards enables better decision-making, allowing organizations to save costs, improve quality
and be more sustainable”
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Summary
The Solutions & Standards Program had a productive 2019 and continues with a good output in 2020.
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Solutions and Standards Program

through projects overseen by the Room Steering Committees.
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Services

Underpinning the success is the establishment of strong community leadership supported by a robust process and

The bSI community met at International Standards Summits in Dusseldorf and Beijing during the year. Attendance
levels continued to grow with 750+ in Germany and 1500+ people in China. The Solutions & Standards Program
specialist Rooms each held two days of working sessions on the activities in their portfolio.
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“Underpinning the success is the establishment of strong community leadership supported by a

Chapter Network

bSI has also published several Technical Reports.
• The Benchmarking of Railway clients gives a useful insight into the expectations and future plans
•
between building and landscape standards

Members and
Sponsors

companies and their employees.

Marketing and
Communications

16739 standard was published in 2013.
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Each Room has a Steering Committee made up from industry representatives who create the Room long-term
roadmap. They oversee the delivery of projects that respond to that roadmap and hence meet the requirements of
that industry sector.
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Solutions and Standards Program

A Technical Services working group is formed to oversee the management and maintenance of existing tools and
standards. The remit of the Standards Committee Technical Executive has been improved to enable more evaluation
of the technical output of each project.

the Technical teams on the scope of essential aspects to be included in a new standard’s project plan to ensure core
functionality and ability to be deployed.
ISO standards at the correct point in time and expectations regarding when engagement takes place and copyright
engagement.
8

Chapter Network

The arrival of the new Technical Director has enabled the improvement to the technical development and maintenance
disciplines. The new Technical Room Steering Committee is focusing on activities to deliver the core technology that
other Rooms require for their projects to deliver viable output.

Members and
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Product Room and the Technical Room both have a refreshed team.
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Emphasis has been put into improving the knowledge and leadership ability of the Steering Committees.
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longevity and relevance.

Standards Committee Voting
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Solutions and Standards Program
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International Standards

project and will include input from the Rail domain.
These projects are concentrating on software validation. Both are incorporating certain aspects of the Technology
Strategy roadmap. In parallel the core technology roadmap elements are being developed which will ensure better

https://www.buildingsmart.org/standards/bsi-standards/standards-library
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conceptual models to Candidate Standard and were published jointly
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The IFC Rail project with a EURO €5 Million commitment delivered to Candidate Standard. This project includes
contributors from several international rail operators and is now about to launch phase 2. Phase 2 is to get the 38 use

Marketing and
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They have been asked to vote on the following:
• openBIM standard for Fire Safety – Activity proposal
• IDM Toolkit – Project plan
• IFC Tunnel – Project plan
• openBIM standard
– Candidate Standard
• IFC Bridge – Candidate Standard
• IFC Rail – Candidate Standard
• IFC Infra Extensions
• Analysis of IFC, CityGML and LandInfra – Final Technical Report
• Automated Rule checking – Final Technical Report

Chapter Network

The Standards Committee consists of representatives from every member and Chapter and is the senior body
overseeing that the bSI Process has been correctly followed to ensure international consensus.

Core Mission
The mission of the Airport Room is to develop and deploy open digital standards for the airport environment. The
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“The mission of the Airport Room is to develop and deploy open digital standards for
the airport environment”
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Some of the key objectives for the Room include;
•
• Usage of rules for IFC models at Airports
•
• Development GIS-IFC interoperability
• Missing IFC entities
•
• Enabling economies of scale with the supply chain and maintenance suppliers
•
•
•
lifecycle of airport facilities
• Innovative solution decisions designed to reduce disruption at airports
• Collaboration with the other buildingSMART Rooms

Chapter Network

and the United States on its Steering Committee.

User

uniform approach for the industry.
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Great progress has continued to be made throughout 2019 into 2020 with many projects being developed.
Some of the key objectives of the Building Room are:
•
•
•
•

Open standard data exchange for building whole life management
Asset management exchange of information
Enduring archives of asset information
Digital project management

There is a range of initiatives in the Building Room portfolio. Some are close to conclusion such as the Precast
– for example Fire Safety strategies and IFC rebar as an exchange of data between software applications related to
reinforcing steel. And still others are at the exploratory stage with some parties that have expressed an interest. These
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and structural engineering.

Technical
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maintenance. This will enable process and data integration for buildings for the entire lifecycle. The Building Room
is led by a steering committee comprised of representatives from international members and local buildingSMART
chapters that are focused on a variety of projects.

Marketing and
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The core mission of the Building Room is to create open digital standards and solutions by enabling intelligent
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Building Room
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construction safety through the use of openBIM and the application of open data standards. The room aims to boost
the use of digital tools and standards to improve overall performance and aims to change the entire construction
industry for the better.
The Construction Room will begin to develop solutions and standards through many use cases and best practices
around the world.
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Construction Room

Capturing of use cases to make 4D 5D more commonly used
Provide openBIM education to the construction industry
Incorporate forward-looking Information and Communication technologies into the development of open
construction solutions and standards
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Construction Room also focuses on data exchange with other industries with API technology as well as applying
codes and standards across the supply chain.

Marketing and
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Develop site environment best practices based on openBIM

Chapter Network

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical
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Some of the key objectives of the Construction Room are:
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process and data integration for infrastructure projects and assets. The Infrastructure Room leads buildingSMART’s
Some of the key objectives of the Infrastructure Room are:
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Infrastructure Room

•

InfraRoom Roadmap was published in 2019 and a progress report was given at the International Standards
Summit in Beijing along with a comprehensive list future projects that either support the extensions to bSI
standards bodies/technical developments and bSI in general. The next step is to identify those projects that

•
•

IFC Bridge
Schema Extension in March 2019.
IFC Ports and Waterways

•

2020.
IFC Tunnel

•

expected to start as of September.
IFC Infrastructure Extension
that are common across those domains.
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IFC Road

Chapter Network

•

Members and
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works and ultimately all aspects of the built environment
Improve the exchange of information and open data access between asset management databases
Promote enduring archives of asset information based on open standards
Enable lifecycle information management for infrastructure based on open standards
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Product Room

A refreshed steering committee has been elected and they are developing strategies that will bridge the information

User

Compliance

Core Mission

The Room is also liaising with the consortium working group for advancing the supply chain needs in a proposal to
connect bSI and GS1 standards which will ultimately develop new standards for product manufacturers.
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“A refreshed steering committee has been elected”

Marketing and
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An Activity proposal to develop Content and quality management procedures for libraries is in preparation and a
Product data templates project is currently at the Working Draft Standard phase.

Chapter Network

Some of the key objectives of the Product Room are:
• Develop the tools and templates that support the buildingSMART Data Dictionary
•
Digital Supply Chains
•
• Develop and execute projects for product support to advance the development of openBIM
•

Technical
Services

build domains who are using IFC based standards.
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Railway Room

Core Mission
The core mission of the Railway Room is to accelerate and exploit new digital opportunities for railway systems and
create a comprehensive and applicable digital representation of the entire railway ecosystem that will support all

*
*
*
*
*

Contribute to IFC Common Schema development
Build on international consensus
Take into account iterative works with complementary data and IFC deployments
Support early deployment and testing by making the deliverables publicly available and open

and Technical Services. The Common Schema project is improving collaboration with the Infrastructure which crosses
provide a self-contained comprehensive tutorial for education and communication with the rail industry.
standard status on the way to ISO standardisation and to enhance the candidate standard with further use-cases to
complete the spectrum of the whole life cycle of rail infrastructure.
•

IFC Rail
Candidate Standard.

“In early 2019 and completion of the standard was presented as a candidate standard during the
buildingSMART Standardisation Summit October 2019 in Beijing”
15
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Develop interoperable support systems
Reduce the complexity of the rail ecosystem
Assure secure and safe solutions
Reduce project cost and delay for all partners

Chapter Network

•
•
•
•
•

Members and
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Some of the key objectives of the Railway Room are:
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project is developing with a conceptual model showcased in early 2019 and completion of the standard was presented
as a candidate standard during the buildingSMART Standardisation Summit October 2019 in Beijing.
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solutions and reduced costs for all stakeholders.
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Regulatory Room

published charter and roadmap.

User

continues to improve in the development of procedures through rigorous guidelines and to support activities across

Some of the key objectives of the Regulatory Room are:
Technical
Services

•
•
•

publication. These are;
•
•
•

e-Submission: Common guidelines to introduce BIM to the building approval process
Application forms: common information requirements for automated compliance checking
enhancement of current technologies to develop a model checker that performs rule-based code compliance
checks within the BIM model

Chapter Network

checking using openBIM standards including ISO 16739 in real life situations
•

Marketing and
Communications

promote openBIM based processes and collaborative issues
•

Financial
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processes and preparing to undertake a survey of Regulatory bodies.
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•
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Core Mission
Some of the key objectives of the Technical Room are:
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Technical Room

•

and develops an active technical community
Proactively support interfaces with other standards and working platforms such as geospatial and web
standards.

User

•
•

Work is being done to develop a new Javascript Object Notation (JSON)
explorations in using new web-based data protocols to support online and web database applications.

•
•

IDM Toolkit

•

openCDE APIs – This proposal addresses opportunities to improve interoperability within the AEC software

Members and
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•
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•

Chapter Network

In 2019 the technical room has streamlined and accelerated the processes for activity and project proposals coming

Technical
Services

•
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Technical Room in 2020.
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•
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•

2 Program levels
17 Chapters now engaged
58 registered Training providers
2800+

“Sustainable digital transformation relies on more than great technical innovation. It requires a cultural
change, whereby individuals understand and apply appropriate technologies and methods for digital
supporting a cultural shift for sustained digital transformation”
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around the world.
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been operating since 2018 with the launch of the Basic module in Germany and has now been translated into 5
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understanding and applying openBIM solutions.
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67
Total export Architectural: 11
Total export Structural: 8
Total export MEP: 7
Total export: 26
Total import: 41

•
•
•

More software vendors are expected to follow shortly.

Members and
Sponsors

•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical
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exchanges in project work.

without worrying about format, compatibility, or versioning of platforms”
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to their requirements.

focussed on enabling upskilling of users and encouraging a common international framework to support the use of
openBIM solutions.
Chapters are encouraged to form local ‘mirror’ working groups locally to align with the international Rooms. There are
formal entry points through the buildingSMART Process which facilitate the elevation of requirements and solution
cases. buildingSMART is working with the Swiss Chapter to develop a Use Case Management tool to assist and
Support services are discussed elsewhere and are designed to assist users in the practical application of solutions
in real-life. buildingSMART is seeking to expand these services and enable open source tool communities to deliver
Communications are being improved with digital platforms such as webinars enabling users to consume new methods
of learning materials through new forms.
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The growth of the Chapter Network is important in extending the breadth of user engagement. Chapter Network
development is discussed in section 21 and a sample of some activities of our Chapters is summarised in the timeline
below.
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collecting local user requirements and deploying openBIM solutions.

Compliance

As described in 2018 the vision for the buildingSMART user program remains the comprehensive enablement

User

User Program
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Chapter 2019 Activity Summary
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One of the fastest growing areas is the bSI Awards program which was once again very successful in 2018. A total
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Awards Program

The awards ceremony took place at the International Standards Summit in Beijing. Each project delivered an
infographic and promotional video of their project as part of the new and refreshed program for 2019. With a

User

then decide on the winners based on the presentation.

Winner for Special Distinction for Infrastructure:
China Railway Design Corporation
Winner for Special Distinction for Building:

Winner for Construction:
Winner:
Project Name:
Winner for Operations and Maintenance:
Winner: Copenhagen Airport
Project Name:
Winner for Professional Research:
Winner: ACCA Software
Project Name:

Winner for a Special Distinction for Innovation:
National University of Singapore
Winner for an Honourable Mention:
Daniel Rossiter

Financial
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Winner for Student Research:
Winner: The Technical University of Munich
Project Name:

Winners for a Special Distinction for Project
Delivery:
China Communications Construction Company

Marketing and
Communications

Winner for Design:
Winner: DBM Vircon
Project Name:

Chapter Network

Special Distinction Winners

Members and
Sponsors

Category Award Winners

Technical
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with prestigious awards:
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Technical Services
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Technical Services Group

The development and communication of the need and purpose of the buildingSMART Data Dictionary faced

Marketing and
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Technical
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under the responsibility of the Technical Services Steering group. The Technical Director is appointed as the chair
of the Technical Services group. This new structure places the services and resources under the oversight of the

Deployment Tools
The IFC Extension projects have been working with new maintenance and deployment methodologies to develop
IFCs. The use of the
domain experts to engage in the development of new IFCs. This approach has inspired a path to work with industry

22
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must include an ambition to become self-sustainable.
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accessibility of open standards to the industry.
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current bSDD towards a ‘next generation’ bSDD. buildingSMART is positioning the bSDD as a service to many
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Technical Services

provide input and be involved in decisions about new versions of IFC.

Technical
Services

User

IFC Development Group

SCTE
The Standards Committee Technical Executive has been strengthened in 2019 and is now almost at full capacity. The
working methodology and procedures for SCTE members to review technical deliverables from Rooms has been set
up. The SCTE has a monthly online meeting to discuss several strategic technical topics. In 2020 the SCTE will have
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and is now almost at full capacity. ”
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traceable.

Chapter Network
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an integral ‘IFC Development group’. A guideline stating ‘the 10 principles of IFC’ has been developed and a decision
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program which have been widely used.

Websites

Platforms
bSI continues to rely heavily on the CRM platform of HubSpot. This is the fulcrum of communications to the

Compliance

marketing domains available with information about what their role and function is and how you can access them.

Videos are managed on the Vimeo
embedded in various websites as a result. This allows the streaming to come from a server and lightens the website
load.

deliver the work we do in
multiple formats
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HubSpot has a variety of
integrations and these
have been extensively
used to help deliver
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“bSI made some

Chapter Network
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The team is now enabled with Camtasia accounts and a lot of video production is now being done to support the
ongoing activities. This includes on-demand content for resources pages such as the chapter and member websites.

Technical
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GoToWebinar has been used heavily in 2019 as a marketing tool. This has been delivering member webinars as
GoToMeeting is used to convene
meetings as is Microsoft Teams.

User

improvements.
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The buildingSMART Forum continues to provide users a variety of ways of getting involved and engaging with the
interact with experts.
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and deliverables and roles and responsibilities. This is an integral part of the Solutions and Standards Program and
provides excellent program management capabilities.
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Social media platforms are fast becoming a critical function for buildingSMART’s outbound communications. Growth
•

18,402 in 2019. This channel sees the highest amount of
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Social Media

engagement.
6,499.
1,527.
YouTube has grown from 744 followers to 1,070.
Vimeo now has 101 followers.

Compliance

•
•
•
•

The Digital Newsletter continues to be a widely read material for the community. This has a large subscriber base.

Technical
Services

IFC Rail reaches Candidate Standard
Oracle joined as a SAC member
IFC Bridge reaches Candidate Standard
bSI and ODA sign letter of cooperation

The International Standards Summits in 2019
Düsseldorf, Germany - 25-29 March 2019
Attendance: 745
Fellowships awards: 9
Roundtables: 3

ny
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bSI Summit Attendance Growth

Beijing, China - 28-31 October 2019
Attendance: 1512
bS Awards: 11
Roundtables: 1
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Poland becomes a new Chapter

Chapter Network

•
•
•
•
•
•

User

News
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Chapter Network

are asked to assist in supporting and vetting parties interested in
forming new chapters.
In the USA and UAE bSI is proactively engaged in initiatives to
form new chapters.”
Full Chapters:
• Benelux
• Canada
• China
• Denmark
• Finland
• France
• Germany
•
• Norway
• Russia
•
•
• Sweden
•
26

Developing Chapters
• Austria
• Australasia
•
• Italy
• Poland
• Spain
• Turkey
• Singapore

Marketing and
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Expressions of interest have been received from bodies in
numerous territories around the world and interest in our network

Chapter Network

and that the Nordic region Chapters are committed to continuing
the regional cooperation and engagement with the Baltic States
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concept. We are pleased to announce that France and Canada
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A new formal structure was introduced to encourage cooperation
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Germany and China delivered exceptional International Standard

Standard members are entitled to be a member of a local Chapter of choice.
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Membership continues to grow steadily and 2019 was another positive step in the right direction. There are now four
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buildingSMART projects are carried out with the help of professional contributors from formal work-in-kind and
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Priorities for the Coming Year
The overall goal is to be respected as THE ‘go to’ place to
asset industry.
2020 High Level Priorities:
• Communicate clearly the value of open standards and
openBIM
• Ensure the successful continuation of the Rail, Road,
Bridges, Tunnels, Airports and Ports and Waterways
standards development work
• Develop a forward-looking technical road map guided
by three requirements; future proof our current
standards, support easy deployment and use of our
standards, enable interoperability and accessibility
with modern computer science technologies
• Continued growth of our global network in terms of
international reach and depth of partnerships with
other associations and standards bodies with aligned
missions
•
by adding more modules such as COBie
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The accounts are published at the end of this report.
Operating Expenditure for 2019
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Annual Income Since 2014

Chapter Network

in the 2019 accounts is around half that of 2018 which is predominantly due to timing of income recognition for the
Rail project.
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of key strategies such as the development of the technical road map and US and UAE country strategies. New
Byelaws were approved by the Board on 5th September 2019.
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Each Chapter sends two representatives to the IC meetings. A Board is elected at the annual International Council
meeting.
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which are self-governing and set up according to the legal framework in their home country. The International Council
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In 2017 buildingSMART established a Fellowship Scheme to honour longserving professional
contributors who have been the organisation’s lifeblood over many years. buildingSMART wishes
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professional contributions on which buildingSMART depends.
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Report

Fellows

Birgitta Foster
USA

Roger Grant
USA

Tomi Henttinen
Finland

Inhan Kim
South Korea

Susan Keenliside
Canada

Nick Nisbet
UK & Ireland

Øivind Rooth
Norway

Jøns Sjøgren
Norway
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Christophe Castaing
France
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found on the bSI website.

Aidan Mercer - Marketing Director
Board Members
Rasso Steinmann - Deputy Chair
Bill Moore - Treasurer

Building Room
David Ivey - Co-leader
Rob Roef - Co-leader

Dirk Schaper
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Airport Room
Adam Rendek - Co-leader
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Richard Petrie - Chief Executive

Mark Baldwin
Rasso Steinmann

Infrastructure Room

Product Room

User

Company Secretary
Richard Petrie

Compliance

Construction Room

Regulatory Room
Implementers Support Group
Model Support Group
Nisbet

Technical Room
Greg Schleusner - Co-leader
Dennis Shelden - Co-leader
Anderson
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buildingSMART Programs

Marketing and
Communications

Castaing

Chapter Network

Railway Room

Members and
Sponsors

Standards Committee Technical Executive (SCTE)

Technical
Services

Standards Committee Executive (SCE)
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